The Hitch Hikers Guide to the Plannerverse - Episode 3

**A Multi Plannerverse:** Getting on with two or more planners.

**Show Notes** (timings approximate)

02:00 - Other uses for Filofax organisers
03:00 - The modular life style design
04:00 - What works for you
06:00 - Non leather organisers
07:00 - Steve's A5 set up
11:00 - A6 Diary insert
13:30 - Deskfax
17:00 - Work and Personal planners
17:20 - Monthly insert for blog post planning
20:00 - My Life All in One Place or in Steve's case.....
20:45 - The A5 size Man Bag or the smaller bag
23:01 - Changing your planner as your mood changes
23:30 - Travellers Notebooks
25:00 - Travellers Notebook Times
27:00 - Conclusions... there are no rules
27:50 - Tip of Week- Streamline your set up. Reserve some time to sync your planners (paper and electronic).